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Abstract

Nonlinearities are decisive in neural representation
learning. Traditional Activation (Act) functions im-
pose fixed inductive biases on neural networks with ori-
ented biological intuitions. Recent methods leverage self-
gated curves to compensate for the rigid traditional Act
paradigms in fitting flexibility. However, substantial im-
provements are still impeded by the norm-induced mis-
matched feature re-calibrations (see Section 1), i.e., the ac-
tual importance of a feature can be inconsistent with its
explicit intensity such that violates the basic intention of
a direct self-gated feature re-weighting. To address this
problem, we propose to learn discriminative neural feature
Act with a novel prototype, namely, AdaShift, which en-
hances typical self-gated Act by incorporating an adaptive
shift factor into the re-weighting function of Act. AdaShift
casts dynamic translations on the inputs of a re-weighting
function by exploiting comprehensive feature-filter context
cues of different ranges in a simple yet effective manner.
We obtain the new intuitions of AdaShift by rethinking the
feature-filter relationships from a common Softmax-based
classification and by generalizing the new observations to
a common learning layer that encodes features with updat-
able filters. Our practical AdaShifts, built upon the new
Act prototype, demonstrate significant improvements to the
popular/SOTA Act functions on different vision benchmarks.
By simply replacing ReLU with AdaShifts, ResNets can
match advanced Transformer counterparts (e.g., ResNet-50
vs. Swin-T) with lower cost and fewer parameters.

1. Introduction

Nonlinear Act functions are indispensable for the learning
of discriminative neural features [2, 7, 11, 17, 33, 39, 39,
42]. Neuronal behaviors [24, 40] originate traditional Act
models, e.g., Softplus [15] and ReLU [34], which are fixed
and monotonic in calculations. To realize finer rectifica-
tions, recent works investigated self-gated-style Act func-
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Figure 1. Comparison of our AdaShift-B and AdaShift-MA to
the ReLU [34] baseline and popular/SOTA Act models [4, 5, 30]
on ImageNet [13] with ResNet backbones, where the areas of the
circular patterns represent the relative amount of parameters com-
pared to the corresponding ReLU baselines. Our AdaShift-B and
AdaShift-MA improve different activation functions consistently
and remarkably on different backbones varying by size with neg-
ligible parameters added to the ReLU baselines.

tions based on the general prototype

ϕ pxq “ ς pxqx , (1)

where x P R is a given feature unit (i.e., scalar), ϕ : R Ñ R
denotes the applied Act function of x, and ς : R Ñ R
defines the re-weighting function of ϕ . As a special case,
ReLU can be included in this prototype by specifying ς pxq

as a binary masking of 0 and 1 for x ď 0 and x ą 0, re-
spectively. Despite the broad applicability, ReLU leaves
two practical constraints on neural Act from (1) its rigid
masking on positive features, i.e., unified weight assign-
ments that possibly neutralize the discriminativeness, and
(2) hard-zero-truncation on negative features that possibly
leads to the “dead tensors” problem.

Recent methods addressed these by introducing smooth
re-weighting functions with two assumed properties:
1. ς pxq is bounded (typically, ς pxq P p0, 1q);
2. ς pxq is monotonically non-decreasing about x .
These properties theoretically ensure the stability and con-
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vergence of neural Act in training [45] and identify typi-
cal self-gated Act functions (e.g., [16, 20, 32]) that favor
feature rectifications by leaving more flexibility. However,
typical self-gated functions can still fall short in adaptabil-
ity to highly variational training conditions due to fixed
re-weighting processes. SOTA methods [4, 5, 30] studied
leveraging attention and updatable scaling/bias to enhance
self-gated re-weighting by infusing more flexible inductive
biases. Although effective, the substantial improvements
are still hindered by the critical challenge of norm-induced
mismatched feature scoring [6] invisible to pure biologi-
cal intuitions. Cai et al. [6] identified the above problem
based on a tailored interpretation of neural Act obtained
from Multi-Criteria Decision-Making (MCDM, a classical
problem in operational research) [9, 14, 23, 35, 37, 46, 47],
where Act models were regarded as selective re-calibrators
that emphasize and suppress features based on their im-
portance scores measured by the feature-filter similarities.
With this new perspective, they found that differentiated
feature and filter norms possibly bias the similarities mod-
eled with feature-filter inner products significantly, hence
taking away from how important the features actually are.
This inspired a rectified self-gated prototype of Act, i.e.,

ϕ pxq “ ς pϱ pxqqx , (2)

where ϱ pxq is assumed as an unknown unbiased (i.e., ideal)
similarity measure of x and ς preserves the property of
monotonically non-decreasing of ς pxq “ ς pϱ pxqq to ϱ pxq,
instead of x the biased similarity. In particular, by desig-
nating ϱ pxq “ x, prototype 2 regresses to the base form 1.
Their SOTA method, IIEU [6], addressed the mismatched
feature scoring problem by approximating ϱ pxq with an
adaptive norm-decoupled importance measure adjusted
with non-local cues, thus performing amended feature re-
calibrations with the rectified importance scores. Although
effective, the brutal norm-decoupling in IIEU inevitably
leads to constrained runtime, especially for training, due to
the relatively complex gradient led by the norm-decoupled
approximated similarity ϱ pxq .

In this paper, we present a novel Act prototype, namely,
AdaShift (defined by Eq. (8)), to address the critical mis-
matched feature scoring problem in a simple yet effective
manner with new intuitions in line with the MCDM inter-
pretation. Specifically, (1) we suppose prototype 1 with
properties 1 and 2 imply a critical condition that for an Act
process, we have “the larger x , the more important x is,”
as a re-weighting function ς monotonically re-calibrates x
according to its intensity. (2) By in agreement with Cai et
al.’ [6] discussion, we suppose that the importance mea-
sure of x is possibly inconsistent with the intensity of x , as
the feature/filter norms influenced by the learning states of
past layers and initializations can bias the current feature-
filter similarity. Yet, unlike IIEU [6], we argue that fea-

ture and filter norms provide informative cues for discrimi-
native activations and brutally decoupling norms can con-
strain neural features in representational capability. We
identify this by rethinking the relationships of feature and
filter norms from a common Softmax-based classification
in a network, where we find feature and filter norms present
local and non-local cues for classifying output features, re-
spectively, and by generalize this understanding to general
leaning blocks.

Based on the assumptions (1) and (2), in AdaShift, we
introduce an adaptive shift factor ∆, leveraged on the com-
plementary tensor-level non-local context, which learns to
approximate ϱ pxq by ϱ̂ pxq “ x ` ∆ , thus imposing dy-
namic inductive biases to a monotonic curve ς to rectify
its intensity-based re-weighting on x by exploiting differ-
ent ranges of local/non-local context of the current learning
states in an interactive manner. We identify that ∆ can be ef-
fectively learned to introduce remarkable improvements to
networks by even surprisingly simple approaches that ag-
gregate tensor-level channel/spatial interactions, e.g., only
by a vanilla LayerNorm [3] operator casted on a vector of
channel statistics (e.g., channel mean responses), with neg-
ligible parameters and computational cost. This allows us
to propose a brand-new class of Act models, i.e., practical
AdaShift(s) by embodying the shift factor ∆ with differ-
ent derivatives. In particular, we mainly present two prac-
tical AdaShifts as examples, where we refer to the one that
solely casts an embedded LayerNorm operator on the chan-
nel statistic vector as AdaShift-B (i.e., -Basic) and we intro-
duce AdaShift-MA that enhances AdaShift-B by exploiting
finer-grained tensor-level context cues with a Minimalist-
style self-Attention operation, which applies LayerNorm
operators to calculate Q-K-V attention and removes all the
heavy linear projections to preserve the high efficiency of
activation. More extensions can be created by varying
∆ with finer aggregational operators for tensor-level cues
(see Sec. 4.3). From a different perspective, we regard the
essence of AdaShift as an adaptive fine-grained adjustment
of the re-weighting curve ς w.r.t. x, hence creating im-
proved ς dynamically, with the incorporated awareness of
different ranges of mutual-complementary local and non-
local information This avoids the explicit manual modifica-
tions to ς , which can be excessively challenging due to the
ultra-complexity of underlying mappings.

The contributions of our work are three-fold: (1) We in-
troduce a novel activation prototype with new intuitions,
i.e., AdaShift, to learn discriminative self-gated neural Act.
(2) Based on (1), we present efficient practical AdaShifts
that improve current SOTA Act models significantly. (3) We
extensively validate our methods with various vision bench-
marks and our new intuitions with targeted ablation stud-
ies. Code is disseminated at https://github.com/
SudongCAI/AdaShift.
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2. Related Work
As a maxout approximation to Softplus, ReLU rectified
positive and negative inputs by binary masking of 0 and
1, respectively. This paradigm encouraged various deriva-
tives. LeakyReLU [31] suggested a slight leakage factor
to the negative interval to make use of negative inputs.
PReLU [18] involved negative inputs in parameter updat-
ing by an updatable slope. ELU [12] imposes exponen-
tial rectifications on negative features. Recent efforts have
been taken to develop self-gated-style functions by vary-
ing the re-weighting curves ς . As representative meth-
ods, SiLU [16] re-weighted features by a Sigmoid function
and GELU [20] instead leveraged a Gauss-Error-Function-
based (ERF) function to realize finer feature rectifications.
Inspired by SiLU, Mish [32] suggested a composite func-
tion of Tanh and Softplus. Although demonstrating clear ac-
curacy gains to basic Act functions, typical self-gated func-
tions still found limitations in adaptability.

To compensate for fitting flexibility, SOTA methods in-
troduced auxiliary trainable scaling/bias terms and embed-
ded contextual cues to self-gated Act. Swish [36] extended
SiLU by assigning a learnable scaling factor to the input,
i.e., ϕ pxq “ ς pκxqx , where κ P R. ACON-C [30] further
extended Swish by introducing a learnable bound. Meta-
ACON [30] enhanced ACON-C by generalizing SE-Net-
based [21] channel attention to predict a content-aware in-
put scaling factor. Several SOTA works also investigated
new approaches to the ERF-based Act. Biswas et al. [4]
proposed two trainable derivatives of GELU, namely, Er-
fAct and Pserf, where the former and the later employed
exponential and Softplus functions with updatable coeffi-
cients to scale the activation inputs, respectively. Encour-
aged by ACONs, Smooth Maximum Units (i.e., SMU-1 and
SMU) [5] suggested an ERF-based Act with flexible upper
and lower bounds. These new ideas significantly extended
the design space of self-gated Act while still leaving the
norm-induced mismatched feature scoring [6] problem un-
settled, which put a critical constraint on further discrimi-
nativeness.

Cai [6] clarified the mismatched feature scoring problem
and presented IIEU as the initial solution. IIEU was learned
with a tailored paradigm to eliminate the norm-induced
feature-filter similarity biases by explicit norm-decoupling.
This idea demonstrated SOTA improvements on different
networks, especially for small-size models. However, the
brutal norm-decoupling on Act inputs likely neutralizes the
discriminativeness. This lies in the new observation that
feature/filter norms contain informative local details and
dataset-level non-local cues for optimizing network param-
eters. In contrast, our prototype, AdaShift, learns discrim-
inative feature Acts by comprehensively exploiting local
and contextual cues of three different ranges in a particu-
larly simple but effective manner. As a core spirit, unlike

IIEU, AdaShift addresses norm-induced mismatched fea-
ture scoring by temperate dynamic adjustments that evolve
a vanilla self-gated ς by adapting to the current learning
states. This saves the meaningful norm-related cues and en-
ables AdaShift to improve popular/SOTA Acts.

3. Intuition and Method
In this section, we first discuss our new intuitions that in-
spire AdaShift prototype and then present two novel prac-
tical AdaShift derivatives that achieve SOTA improvements
over neural Act models with low computational cost, which
we refer to as AdaShift-B and AdaShift-MA, respectively.

3.1. Preliminaries

Our discussion adopts the preliminary settings suggested by
Cai in IIEU [6], which first considers a set of simple settings
with image inputs: (1) A network includes T sequential
learning layers indexed by τ “ 1, 2, . . . , T . (2) Let Xτ

P

RCτ
ˆHτ

ˆLτ

denotes the input feature map of the layer-
τ , where Cτ and Hτ ˆ Lτ show the number of channels
and the spatial resolution, respectively. (3) The learning
of the layer-τ at a spatial location ph, lq P ΩHτ ˆLτ is de-
noted by xτ`1

c ph, lq :“ ϕ px̃τ
c ph, lqq, where wτ pcq P RCτ

and xτ ph, lq P RCτ

denote the vectorial filter-c and feature
xτ ph, lq P RCτ

, respectively; ΩHτ ˆLτ represents the spa-
tial lattice of Xτ and x̃τ

c ph, lq “ xwτ pcq,xτ ph, lqy denotes
the feature-filter inner product. Note that (a) the layer-τ in-
cludes Cτ`1 filters; (b) ϕ denotes a given Act function and
we rewrite form 2 as ϕ px̃τ

c ph, lqq “ ς px̃τ
c ph, lqq x̃τ

c ph, lq
for clarity (also applicable to prototype 2), where ς is the
re-weighting function for feature re-calibration.

Note that (1) in discussions of intuitions, we temporarily
omit normalization layers (e.g., BatchNorm [22] and Lay-
erNorm [3]) and biases for simplicity (if not specified) and
consider them in the formulations of practical methods; (2)
for a convolution operation with K ˆK field, the supposed
settings can be simply met by vectorizing the neighborhood
of features/filters to the shape Cτ ¨ K2 from Cτ ˆ K ˆ K.
(3) We omit the layer index (i.e., τ ) and pixel coordinate
(i.e., ph, lq) in the subsequent text for simplified notations.
For example, wτ pcq, xτ ph, lq, and x̃τ

c ph, lq are denoted by
w, x, and x̃, respectively. By following the MCDM inter-
pretation [6], we regard (1) a filter w as a learnable ideal
candidate which in MCDM [23, 35, 37, 46] denotes the ac-
quirable or virtual optimal decision/choice applied to mea-
sure the performance of an alternative candidate by the sim-
ilarity: (2) a feature vector x as an alternative candidate
and its importance score about the corresponding criteria is
measured by its similarity to the filter w.

3.2. AdaShift: Intuition and Prototype

We begin by clarifying our new intuitions that inspire
AdaShift. First, based on the above understanding with the
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preliminary settings, (1) we identify that typical self-gated
Act functions (e.g., [16, 20, 32]) based on the prototype 1
with properties 1 and 2 imply a critical condition that the
importance score of a feature vector x about the criteria of
a filter w is (strictly) positively correlated to the intensity
of the input of Act, i.e., x̃ the feature-filter inner-product.
This lies in the fact that their re-weighting functions, i.e.
ς , are assumed monotonically non-decreasing about x̃ . (2)
However, as feature/filter norms can bias the intensity of an
inner product as a similarity measure, the implied condition
in (1) is likely violated. Therefore, we suppose that the un-
biased (i.e., ideal) similarity measure (denoted by ϱ px̃q) of
x to w is not strictly consistent with x̃ over the whole do-
main (i.e., we agree that the mismatched feature scoring [6]
problem is applicable to self-gated Act). (3) The analysis
in (2) indicates that a basic solution to address mismatched
feature scoring for self-gated Act is to introduce appropriate
ς completely in line with the unbiased similarity measure.
However, due to the extreme complexity of underlying map-
pings of neural learning, the accurate definition of ϱ px̃q can
be excessively difficult. Cai et al. [6] proposes to approxi-
mate ϱ px̃q by a tailored learnable prototype, namely, IIEU,
leveraging explicit norm-decoupling, i.e.,

ϕ px̃q “ ς

ˆ

x̃

}x} }w}
` ν

˙

x̃ , (3)

where }x} }w} ą 0 is assumed and ν is a trainable bias
term to enhance fitting flexibility. Whereas, this paradigm
inevitably brings relatively complex gradients, as the (par-
tial) derivative of s pwq “ x̃

}x}}w}
w.r.t. w is computed by

∇ws pwq “
}w}

2
x ´ wwTx

}x} }w}
3 , (4)

where T is the transpose operation of matrix/vector.
Further, we argue that brutally decoupling feature and

filter norms (i.e., }x} and }w}) from x̃ likely neutralize the
discriminativeness of activated features, as we identify
Intuition 1. Feature and filter norms present local and
dataset-level non-local cues, respectively.

We obtain this intuition by rethinking a common classi-
fication process with a Softmax-based classifier. Below, we
formalize our discussion of Intuition 1.

Discussion 1. We consider a common Softmax-based clas-
sification process that takes the vectorial outputs of the clas-
sification head (i.e., the last linear layer) as inputs. Let
(1) w piq P RC denotes a learned filter from the classifica-

tion head which includes N filters in total, i.e. N is the
number of classes to categorize and w piq is learned to
represent the class-i;

(2) x P RC denotes a vectorized (i.e., average-pooled) fea-
ture inputted to the classification head, served as the
learned representation of a raw exemplar (e.g., image);

(3) x̃i “ xw piq ,xy P R is the corresponding feature-filter
inner-products of x and w piq ;

(4) bi P R denotes the learned bias term added to the linear
projections induced by the filter w piq .

Note that we consider @w piq ,x , w piq ‰ 0 and x ‰ 0
(i.e., }w piq} ‰ 0 and }x} ‰ 0) to ensure a meaningful
classification. Without loss of generality, let us discuss an
assumed case that x is categorized as the class-i . That is,
for an arbitrarily given filter w pjq different from w piq, we
have the following inequality holds for any i ‰ j:

ex̃i`bi

řC
c“1 e

x̃c`bc
ą

ex̃j`bj

řC
c“1 e

x̃c`bc
ðñ ex̃i`bi ą ex̃j`bj

ðñ exwpiq,xy`bi ą exwpjq,xy`bj

ðñ e}wpiq}}x} cos θwpiq,x`bi ą e}wpjq}}x} cos θwpjq,x`bj .
(5)

Then, as exponential function is monotonically increasing
on R , we have inequality 5 equivalent to

}w piq} }x} cos θwpiq,x ` bi ą }w pjq} }x} cos θwpjq,x ` bj .

(6)

As biases are fixed after learning, let α “ bj ´ bi, we can
rewrite the inequality 6 as

}w piq} cos θwpiq,x ´ }w pjq} cos θwpjq,x ą
α

}x}
. (7)

In particular, our major observations from inequality 7 are:
1 For the cases where }x} " |α| , i.e. α

}x}
close to 0,

the classification of x is (almost) determined by the fil-
ter norms (e.g., }w piq} ,@i P t1, 2, . . . , Cu) and norm-
decoupled feature-filter similarities, i.e. cosine similari-
ties in the discussed case (e.g., cos θwpiq,x).

2 For where the feature norms }x} and the (absolute inten-
sities of) learned biases |α| are comparable, or }x} ! |α|

(hardly exist, as biases are typically small values to avoid
neutralizing feature details and over-fittings), the norm-
decoupled feature-filter similarities, filter norms, and fea-
ture norms are all non-trivial.

3 The norm-decoupled feature-filter similarities and the fil-
ter norms are decisive factors to classify x, regardless of
the relative relationship of }x} and α .

In general, these findings indicate that
1. Filter norms prevalently possess dataset-level non-local

cues, and filters leverage these non-trivial context cues
to cast significant influences on feature recognitions.

2. The feature norm cues are particularly meaningful when
the feature norms are relatively small or close to the
learned biases. This attribute induces conditional influ-
ences on feature recognition. Intuitively, features with
small norms reflect relatively lower confidences/higher
uncertainties of identification, therefore feature norms
become informative to present private details.
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Figure 2. Illustration of AdaShift-MA. M “ rH{KHs ¨ rL{KLs . “Elem” denotes “Element-wise” and “Mult” denotes “Multiplication.”

Further discussions are included in Supp.

We generalize Intuition 1 to common learning layers
where the filters are employed to select feature tokens by
the feature-filter inner products and identify a promising
solution to alleviate norm-induced biases is to cast gentle
adaptive adjustments on feature/filter norms, or x̃ them-self
since norms are components of x̃. We suppose a key to real-
izing effective adaptive adjustments is to incorporate com-
plementary learning cues to compensate for self-gated re-
calibration and propose Adashift prototype, i.e.,

ϕ px̃q “ ς px̃ ` ∆q x̃ , (8)

where ∆ defines a learnable shift factor to perform an effi-
cient fine-grained translation on x̃ by exploiting tensor-level
context cues; ς denotes a typical self-gated re-weighting
function where we apply a Sigmoid function by default
(i.e., the same as SiLU’s [16] ς), yet demonstrate wild ap-
plicability to various options of ς of different self-gated Act
functions (shown in Supp). Ensured by the simple proto-
type, AdaShift is efficient in both inference and gradient
calculation, where the (partial) derivative of w is

∇wϕ pwq “
B pς px̃ ` ∆q x̃q

Bw

“
Bς px̃ ` ∆q

B px̃ ` ∆q

B px̃ ` ∆q

Bw
x̃ `

Bx̃

Bw
ς px̃ ` ∆q

“ ς 1 px̃ ` ∆q x̃

ˆ

x `
B∆

Bw

˙

` ς px̃ ` ∆qx ,

(9)

where the shift factor ∆ is assumed as a function of w.
Eq. (9) indicates that AdaShift can work at a low training
cost by employing a relatively simple ∆ .

We further clarify the working mechanism of AdaShift
by comprehensively comparing it to other prospective pro-
totypes (Sec. 4.3) and SOTA self-gated Act functions built
on the modified prototypes of 1 (e.g., [5, 30]) (in Supp) with
a tailored analysis, where we identify a set of critical prop-
erties, i.e., whether a self-gated prototype is capable of (1)
casting flexible variations to inputs, e.g., varying an input

from a positive value to negative based on the current learn-
ing states; (2) realizing fine-grained adjustments to the in-
puts; (3) constraining the changes of (1) and (2) within the
re-weighting processes without influential leakages.

3.3. Practical Method

We present AdaShift-B (-Basic) and AdaShift-MA (-
Minimalist Attention) (Fig. 2) as two examples of prac-
tical AdaShifts by embodying the adaptive shift factor ∆
with two different efficient designs. AdaShift-B adaptively
translates inputs only by leveraging a LayerNorm (LN) to
learn tensor-level non-local cues on a global vector of chan-
nel statistics. AdaShift-MA further improves AdaShift-B
by incorporating finer-grained tensor-level non-local cues,
dynamically, with a minimalist self-attention-based mod-
ule embedded in the re-weighting function ς . Our practical
AdaShifts demonstrate SOTA improvements to Act func-
tions with negligible parameters and computational cost.

AdaShift-B. For AdaShift-B, we let ∆ be

∆ “

”

LN
´

avgpoolHˆL

´

X̃
¯¯ı

c
, (10)

where X̃ P RCˆHˆL denotes the input tensor and c de-
notes the channel index of x̃ (for alignment); avgpoolHˆL

denotes the average-pooling on the global spatial extent
ΩHˆL to generate a vector of channel global statistics ¯̃x P

RC . LN denotes the LayerNorm to gather tensor-level non-
local cues from the channel global statistics.

AdaShift-MA. We propose a minimalist self-attention-
based ∆ for AdaShift-MA, i.e.,

∆ “

”

MA
´

avgpoolKHˆKL

´

X̃
¯¯ı

c
phK , lKq , (11)

where avgpoolKHˆKL
denotes a non-overlapped local

average-pooling with a kernel-size of KH ˆKL (KH ,KL P

Z`), which produces a patch of channel local statistics
¯̃X P RCˆ

Q

H
KH

U

ˆ

Q

L
KL

U

; phK , lKq “

´Q

h
KH

U

,
Q

l
KL

U¯

means
the spatial index corresponding to x̃. In particular, MA
avoids heavy FLOPs and parameters by replacing all the
linear projections with vanilla LayerNorm operations. We
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suppose this change is feasible for self-gated neural Act, as
the core is to mine effective non-local cues to induce dy-
namic yet gentle adjustments on inputs within the ς .

Noting that the above formulations of ∆ are tailored to
normalized inputs x̃ (e.g., feature-filter inner-products pro-
cessed by BN or LN), otherwise triggering an imbalanced
summation of X̃ and ∆ , since Z-Scoring in a normaliza-
tion layer (i.e., X̃´µx

σx
, where µx and σx are the concerned

mean and standard deviation, respectively) actually casts
pre-scalings on inputs. We suppose this will impede the ef-
fective parameter update hence resulting in accuracy drops
(discussed in Sec. 4.3). The version of practical AdaShift
with tailored modifications for MetaFormer blocks with un-
normalized Act inputs (in FFNs) is described in Supp.

4. Experiment

We evaluate the effectiveness and versatility of our prac-
tical AdaShifts on various vision benchmark datasets, i.e.,
ImageNet [13] and CIFAR-100 [25] image classification;
COCO [27] object detection (in Supp); KITTI-Materials [8]
road scene material segmentation (in Supp). Our AdaShift-
B and -MA are validated by comprehensive experimen-
tal comparisons with popular/SOTA Act functions, i.e., (1)
Softplus [15], ReLU [34], and ReLU derivatives [12, 18,
31]; (2) popular static self-gated families including [16,
20, 32]; (3) SOTA dynamic self-gated families includ-
ing [4, 5, 30, 36]; (4) others: [1, 6, 10, 29, 33]. We further
validate our AdaShift prototype through extensive ablation
studies and analysis of the key observations corresponding
to our intuitions and methodological clarifications in Sec. 3.

4.1. ImageNet Classification

Implementation details. We evaluate our practical
AdaShifts with three popular kinds of networks of vari-
ous model sizes, i.e., ResNet [19] and two lightweight net-
works, MobileNetV2 [38] (in Supp) and ShuffleNetv2 [28]
(in Supp), where the baseline networks adopt ReLU as the
Act function. For fair comparisons, we adopt the basic
CNN training-evaluation protocols [30, 48] for all the im-
plemented ResNets and MobileNetV2(s)/ShuffleNetv2(s),
respectively (As detailed in Supp). Our experiments are
conducted with 4ˆ A6000 GPUs.

Experimental results. We report the comparative re-
sults of our AdaShift-B/-MA and popular/SOTA Act func-
tions with various networks on ImageNet in Tabs. 1 and 2,
where our major observations are 3-fold: (1) AdaShift-
B enjoys significant improvements over the popular/SOTA
Act methods on different networks of various model
sizes and AdaShift-MA boosts AdaShift-B further. Our
AdaShifts achieve these large accuracy gains with negli-
gible computational costs and additional parameters to the
ReLU baselines (a detailed efficiency analysis is added

in Supp). (2) Compared to the current SOTA, IIEU [6],
AdaShift-B achieves superior accuracies on deep ResNets
with far higher practical efficiency in both training and test-
ing phases (i.e., measured by throughput) by simpler infer-
ence and gradient computations (as detailed in Supp). This
validates the significant applicability and practicality of our
methods. (3) Enhanced by AdaShifts, networks of relatively
small sizes and higher efficiencies can outperform/match
the counterparts with far larger scales and deeper layers,
e.g., ResNet-50s with AdaShift-B and -MA show remark-
able improvements to the large-size ResNet-101 with nearly
half the model size and computational cost. These validate
our AdaShift for discriminative neural feature Act.

It is worth noting that these results on ImageNet are all
achieved by conducting the basic CNN training recipes [48]
of 120 epochs with the raw data augmentations. By apply-
ing an improved 300-epoch CNN training recipe [44] in-
spired by the standard Transformer training recipe [41], we
demonstrate that ResNets can match advanced Transform-
ers with fewer parameters and higher efficiency just by sim-
ply replacing ReLU with our AdaShifts (in Supp).

4.2. CIFAR-100 Classification

Implementation details. We conduct experimental com-
parisons of our AdaShift-B and -MA with popular/SOTA
Act functions on CIFAR-100 with a public CIFAR ver-
sion [43] of ResNets which have fewer parameters and com-
putations than the ImageNet network counterparts. For fair
comparisons, we train each network from scratch using the
standard training recipes [26] (as detailed in Supp).

Experimental results. Tab. 3 reports the experimental
results, where our AdaShift-B and -MA improve the pop-
ular/SOTA Act functions remarkably, which are consistent
with the evaluations on ImageNet. These validate the appli-
cability of our AdaShift(s) for datasets of different scales.

4.3. Ablation Study

AdaShift prototype. We propose the AdaShift prototype
based on Intuition 1. As a complementary investigation
to Sec. 3.2, we verify our prototype through a targeted abla-
tion study, where we set a series of Control Groups (CGs)
of modified AdaShift-B(s) built on various prospective pro-
totypes of Act functions and compare our original AdaShift-
B to these CGs. In Tab. 4, we specify the prototypes of
CGs and report the comparative results on CIFAR100 with
CIFAR-ResNet-56, where ReLU is the baseline. Note that
(1) all the compared methods use Sigmoid as the ς ; (2) ∆
is defined by Eq. (10) (∆1 and ∆2 are assigned indepen-
dently) and κ is specified as channel-wise trainable param-
eters; (3) CG-1 and CG-2 are equivalent to SiLU [16] and
Swish [36], respectively. Our major observations and the
supposed explanations are 4-fold: (1) AdaShift yields the
highest accuracy among all the compared prototypes. This
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Table 1. Comparison of different Act functions with the small-size ResNet-14 and -26 [19] backbones on ImageNet. We train each
network from scratch with the same training recipes, where “p`¨q” presents the improvements in Top-1 accuracy of our AdaShift-B
and -MA over the ReLU baselines. “NaN” means failed training.

Backbone ResNet-14 [19] ResNet-26 [19]

Activation #Params. FLOPs Top-1 (%)Ò #Params. FLOPs Top-1 (%)Ò

ReLU [34] 10.1M 1.5G 68.7 16.0M 2.4G 74.9
LeakyReLU [31] 10.1M 1.5G 68.8 16.0M 2.4G 74.9
Softplus [15] 10.1M 1.5G 69.5 16.0M 2.4G 75.7
ELU [12] 10.1M 1.5G 69.1 16.0M 2.4G 75.5
GELU [20] 10.1M 1.5G 69.6 16.0M 2.4G 75.7
SiLU [16] 10.1M 1.5G 69.6 16.0M 2.4G 75.8
Mish [32] 10.1M 1.5G 69.4 16.0M 2.4G 75.8
Swish [36] 10.1M 1.5G 69.9 16.0M 2.4G 76.1
ErfAct [4] 10.1M 1.5G NaN 16.0M 2.4G 75.7
Pserf [4] 10.1M 1.5G 69.4 16.0M 2.4G 75.7
SMU [5] 10.1M 1.5G 70.0 16.0M 2.4G 76.1
SMU-1 [5] 10.1M 1.5G 68.5 16.0M 2.4G 75.1
ACON-C [30] 10.1M 1.5G 69.0 16.0M 2.4G 75.6
Meta-ACON [30] 10.1M 1.5G 70.4 16.1M 2.4G 76.5

AdaShift-B (Ours) 10.1M 1.5G 72.2(+3.5) 16.0M 2.4G 77.2(+2.3)
AdaShift-MA (Ours) 10.1M 1.5G 73.9(+5.2) 16.1M 2.4G 78.1(+3.2)

Table 2. Comparison of different Act functions with ResNet-50
and -101 [19] backbones on ImageNet. We report the implemented
results for our AdaShift-B/-MA and the official results for all the
other compared models. “N/A” denotes non-applicable/unknown.

Activation Backbone #Params. FLOPs Top-1(%)Ò

ReLU [34]

ResNet-50 [19]

25.6M 4.1G 77.2
+SE-Net [21] 28.1M 4.1G 77.8
PReLU [18] 25.6M 4.1G 77.1
PWLU [49] N/A N/A 77.8
SMU [5] 25.6M 4.1G 77.5
SMU-1 [5] 25.6M 4.1G 76.9
FReLU [29] 25.7M 4.0G 77.6
DY-ReLU [10] 27.6M N/A 77.2
ACON-C [30] 25.6M 3.9G 76.8
Mt-ACON [30] 25.8M 3.9G 78.0
IIEU [6] 25.6M 4.2G 79.7
AdaShift-B 25.6M 4.1G 79.9(+2.7)
AdaShift-MA 25.7M 4.2G 80.3(+3.1)

ReLU [10]

ResNet-101 [19]

44.5M 7.8G 78.9
+SE-Net [21] 49.3M 7.9G 79.3
FReLU [29] 45.0M 7.8G 77.9
ACON-C [30] 44.6M 7.6G 77.9
Mt-ACON [30] 44.9M 7.6G 78.9
IIEU [6] 44.7M 7.9G 80.3
AdaShift-B 44.6M 7.8G 80.6(+1.7)
AdaShift-MA 44.9M 8.1G 81.2(+2.3)

validates our designs for the AdaShift prototype. (2) CG6
which equals to ϕ px̃1q “ ς px̃1q x̃1, x̃1 “ x̃ ` ∆ improves
CG1 and CG2 but leads to accuracy drops to AdaShift-B.
This demonstrates that (a) the tensor-level non-local cues
are contributive to adaptive feature translations; (b) the
mismatch feature scoring problem of Act is hard to be elim-

inated by the direct adjustments on features outside ς and
instead, the adaptive adjustments on the re-weighting curve
about the input features can be more effective. (3) CG7
which employs two ways of ∆(s) to shift features from both
inside and outside of ς fails to improve AdaShift-B. This
validates that an Act cannot cumulate the contributions led
by the same non-local cues. (4) CG3, CG4, and CG5 per-
form significantly inferior to CG1, CG2, and AdaShift-B.
This validates our intuitions clarified in (the last paragraph
of) Sec. 3.2, which we discuss in detail in Supp.

Hypothesis: balanced summation of x̃ and ∆ . We
suppose the balanced summation of x̃ and ∆ is critical
to ensure the effectiveness of AdaShifts (as discussed in
Sec. 3.3). To investigate this hypothesis, we compare
the original AdaShift-B with three modified AdaShift-B(s)
which serve as the targeted control groups: (1) Ada-CG1
which degrades the ∆ from LN p¯̃xq to γ ¯̃x ` β by remov-
ing the Z-Scoring of LN; (2) Ada-CG2 which replaces the
LN in ∆ by a linear layer; (3) Ada-CG3, unlike Ada-CG2,
which instead applies a linear projection before LN such
that the balanced summation is preserved. Tab. 5 reports
the comparative results on CIFAR-100 using CF-ResNet-56
backbone, where Ada-CG1 and -CG2 that violate the bal-
anced summation both demonstrate inferior accuracies to
the original AdaShift-B. Particularly, although CG2 lever-
ages a linear layer with considerable extra parameters to im-
pose compensated flexibility to CG1, it still fails to improve
AdaShift-B due to the imbalanced summation. In con-
trast, CG3 which saves the balanced summation paradigm
achieves meaningful accuracy gains to AdaShift-B. This
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Table 3. Comparison of different Act functions on CIFAR-100. We train each model 8 times and report the mean ˘ std of the Top-1.

Activation #Params. ReLU[34] PReLU[18] ELU[12] SiLU[16] GELU[20] Mish[32] Swish[36] AN-C[30] Mt-AN[30] Pserf[4] SMU-1[5] SMU[5] AdaS-B AdaS-MA

CF-RN-29 0.3M 70.5˘0.3 70.1˘0.5 72.6˘0.2 72.0˘0.4 71.4˘0.3 72.1˘0.3 71.5˘0.3 70.9˘0.2 72.2˘0.3 71.6˘0.2 70.7˘0.3 71.1˘0.4 73.7˘0.4 74.3˘0.3
CF-RN-56 0.6M 74.4˘0.3 73.2˘0.4 74.7˘0.3 75.3˘0.4 75.3˘0.3 75.2˘0.3 74.8˘0.2 74.1˘0.3 75.7˘0.2 75.3˘0.2 74.7˘0.2 74.9˘0.3 76.5˘0.3 77.0˘0.4

Table 4. Ablation study on different prospective prototypes that
apply learnable adjustments and leverage tensor non-local cues.

Activation Prototype #Params. Top-1(%)Ò

ReLU — 0.6M 74.4˘0.3
Proto-CG1 ϕ px̃q “ ς px̃q x̃ 0.6M 75.3˘0.4
Proto-CG2 ϕ px̃q “ ς pκx̃q x̃ 0.6M 74.8˘0.2
Proto-CG3 ϕ px̃q “ ς p∆x̃q x̃ 0.6M 73.4˘0.3
Proto-CG4 ϕ px̃q “ ς pκx̃ ` ∆q x̃ 0.6M 73.7˘0.3
Proto-CG5 ϕ px̃q “ ς p∆1x̃ ` ∆2q x̃ 0.6M 73.6˘0.2
Proto-CG6 ϕ px̃q “ ς px̃ ` ∆q px̃ ` ∆q 0.6M 75.9˘0.3
Proto-CG7 ϕ px̃q “ ς px̃ ` ∆1q px̃ ` ∆2q 0.6M 76.2˘0.4

AdaShift-B ϕ px̃q “ ς px̃ ` ∆q x̃ 0.6M 76.5˘0.3

Table 5. Ablation study on the hypothesis of imbalanced summa-
tion of x̃ and ∆, where we report the mean ˘ std of the Top-1.

Activation Backbone #Params. FLOPs Top-1(%)Ò

ReLU [34]
CF-ResNet-56 [19]

0.6M 90.7M 74.4˘0.3
Ada-CG1 0.6M 91.8M 76.0˘0.4
Ada-CG2 1.2M 92.4M 76.3˘0.2

Ada-CG3 CF-ResNet-56 [19] 1.2M 92.4M 77.1˘0.3
AdaShift-B 0.6M 91.8M 76.5˘0.3

Table 6. Ablation study on the meaning of non-local cues for ∆.
We report the mean ˘ std of the Top-1 on CIFAR100.

Activation Backbone #Params. FLOPs Top-1(%)Ò

ReLU [34]
CF-ResNet-56 [19]

0.6M 90.7M 74.4˘0.3
∆-CG1 0.6M 90.7M 75.3˘0.4
∆-CG2 0.6M 90.7M 75.1˘0.4

AdaShift-B CF-ResNet-56 [19] 0.6M 91.8M 76.5˘0.3

validates our hypothesis.
Feature translation w/ or wo/ non-local cues. We sup-

pose the tensor-level non-local cues incorporated by ∆ are
the critical complementary information to perform adaptive
feature translations. We experimentally investigate this hy-
pothesis by comparing AdaShift-B with two tailored control
groups, i.e., modified AdaShift-B(s) (1) removing ∆ from
the re-weighting process, hence regressing to SiLU [16]
(CG1); (1) leveraging a plain ∆ that shifts input features
by the trainable channel-wise biases (CG2). Tab. 6 report
the results, where we have two major observations: (1)
AdaShift-B enjoys significant improvements to both CG1
and CG2; (2) CG1 and CG2 demonstrate close accuracies.
These validate our hypothesis.

Extending the practical AdaShifts with simple mod-
ifications. We further validate the extensibility of the pro-
posed AdaShift prototype by introducing 3 new practical

Table 7. Comparison of the ReLU baseline and different practical
AdaShift derivatives on ImageNet using ResNet-50 [19] backbone.

Activation Backbone #Params. FLOPs Top-1(%)Ò

ReLU [34]
ResNet-50 [19]

25.6M 4.1G 77.2
AdaS-B 25.6M 4.1G 79.9
AdaS-MA 25.7M 4.2G 80.3

AdaS-MA-N1
ResNet-50 [19]

25.8M 4.3G 80.4
AdaS-MA-N2 28.3M 4.4G 80.5
AdaS-MA-N3 28.3M 4.4G 80.6

AdaShift derivatives, namely, AdaShift-MA-N1, -N2, and -
N3, modified from AdaShift-MA with simple ideas (the di-
agrams are depicted in Supp). Compared to AdaShift-MA,
(1) AdaShift-MA-N1 jointly attends to the main and the
residual features through a united attention process. That is,
for a layer that converges the main and the residual features,
AdaShift-MA-N1 produces two patches of local channel
statistics of the main and the residual features, respectively,
and concatenates these two patches along the spatial axis
to generate the extended keys and values. The queries
are the simple aggregation of the two patches to constrain
the complexity. This modification adds zero parameters
to AdaShift-MA. (2) AdaShift-MA-N2 uses a pre-linear-
projection before the post-LN to incorporate further fit-
ting flexibility. To avoid excessive parameters, this change
is only applied to where the inputs are un-expanded fea-
tures. (3) AdaShift-MA-N3 jointly applies the modifica-
tions (1) and (2), simultaneously. Tab. 7 reports the com-
parative results of different AdaShift derivatives on Ima-
geNet, where AdaShift-MA-N1, -N2, and -N3 all achieve
practical improvements on AdaShift-B and -MA. In particu-
lar, AdaShift-MA-N3 which combines the modifications (1)
and (2) demonstrates superior accuracy to other derivatives.
These verify the extensibility of our AdaShift prototype.

5. Conclusion
We propose to learn discriminative self-gated neural fea-
ture Act with a novel AdaShift prototype inspired by the
new intuitions of feature-filter context in neural learning.
AdaShift adaptively translates the Act inputs by compre-
hensively exploiting informative local/non-local cues of
different ranges, therefore performing fine-grained adjust-
ments to the feature re-weighting in a particularly simple yet
effective manner. Built on the new prototype, our practical
AdaShifts significantly improve popular/SOTA Act func-
tions on various vision benchmarks with only negligible
computational cost and parameters added to ReLU baseline.
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